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MORE STORE OPENINGS THAN CLOSINGS IN ‘19
  The “death of retail” may fill headlines, but a report 
suggests the retail sector may be, of all things, showing 
signs of springing back to life.
  Forrester Research just completed a survey on behalf 
of the National Retail Federation and found more store 
openings than closings are in the works for 2019. The 
research  shows more than a third (36%) of stores expect 
to end the year with more locations than at the 
end of 2018. Just 7 percent said they’ll probably 
have fewer open. But a clear majority (57%) 
anticipates having roughly the same number of 
stores open as last year.
  “The market has dispelled any notion of a purported ‘retail 
apocalypse,’ though challenges do still exist for retailers,” 
the report says. “Many retailers we surveyed plan to open 
new stores in 2019, but simultaneously, e-commerce sites 
are becoming more expensive to operate.”
  A significant number of retailers (38%) reported they’d 
experiment in 2019 with flexible formats like pop-ups to 
generate brand awareness and avoid the costs of long-term 
leases.
  One retailer who will unexpectedly be part of the opening list 
is Charlotte Russe, which filed for bankruptcy protection in 
February and plans to shut down all its stores. But the brand 
was purchased by a Canadian apparel manufacturer that is 
eyeing a retail comeback. “We are planning a brand-new 
online shopping experience, as well as reopening 100 retail 
locations across the U.S.,” the store’s website announced.
  In terms of television spending, the Forrester-NRF survey 
shows 28 percent of retailers plan to spend more in 2019 
compared to last year. Thirty-five percent say they’ll spend 
less. The remainder isn’t sure or doesn’t use TV.
  The survey also reveals retailers’ use of digital marketing is 
evolving. The fastest-growing channel is social marketing, 
which its analysts say for most stores means Facebook or 
Instagram. “Privacy gurus may be wary of Facebook, but 
retail marketers are clearly not,” the research firm says.
  Connected TV is also part of the digital marketing strategy. 
Forrester says 29 percent of those surveyed will spend 
more on connected TV this year versus last year. Another 
33 percent will spend the same, while 29 percent will reduce 
the size of connected TV ad budgets.
  A bigger challenge remains omnichannel operations. 
Forrester labels those a “work in progress” as retailers work 
to build back-ends allowing consumers to buy online and 
pick-up goods in-store.
  One way to read retailer optimism about the coming 
months is to look at their import activity. And while the 
numbers are a hit for U.S. manufacturing, they show that 
that in response the busy summer season and lessening 
worries about tariffs, retailer imports are beginning to climb 
again. The Global Port Tracker report estimates March’s

(Continued on Page 3)

SURVEY FINDS RETAIL’S DEMISE GREATLY EXAGGERATED
ADVERTISER NEWS
  Walmart yesterday announced a partnership with children 
apparel curation retailer Kidbox featuring apparel from 
120 kids’ brands, including BCBG, Butter Super Soft, 
C&C California and Puma. The Walmart Kidbox stylebox 
includes four to five garments, including sweaters, denim, 
dresses and T-shirts, in sizes 0 to 14 for girls and 0 to 16 
for boys, for $48, about half off the suggested retail price, 

Retail Dive reports. Customers can order a box 
and schedule delivery on demand or sign-up for 
automatic shipments of up to six boxes a year... 
Google has walked away from a deal to open a 
14,000-square-foot flagship store in Chicago’s 

Fulton Market District, the Chicago Tribune reports. The 
tech giant was considering opening the store to feature its 
devices such as Google Home and Pixel smartphones... 
Which?, a leading consumer protection group in the UK, 
says its research shows serious problems with the numbers 
of five-star fake reviews on Amazon.com. According to 
Yahoo Finance, the worst offender of all was the first page 
of Amazon’s headphone page, which was loaded with no-
name brands that had higher review scores than more well-
known products... Starting in July, FedEx Office will test 
delivery robots on the sidewalks of Frisco and Plano, Texas. 
The Dallas Morning News says robots will deliver a wide 
variety of products, including bags of groceries, medication 
and more... Panera Bread has expanded its breakfast 
offerings to include three egg wraps, new bakery items 
and an upgraded coffee line complete with cold options, 
Nation’s Restaurant News reports. The chain has also 
rolled out delivery from its breakfast menu to 624 cafes, up 
from 400... The Martha Stewart brand of home furnishings 
and other branded products and media has a new owner. 
Marquee Brands announced it has signed a definitive 
purchase agreement to acquire the Martha Stewart and 
Emeril Lagasse brands and all related intellectual property 
from Sequential Brands Group. The deal was put at $175 
million by the New York Post, with an earn-out opportunity 
for an additional $40 million... The recent headline-making 
report by UBS projecting that retailers must close 75,000 
stores by 2026 due to e-commerce is misleading and ignores 
key industry trends. That’s the viewpoint of Greg Buzek, 
retail analyst, IHL Group, which has predicted that online 
will be 25 percent of the total retail market by 2021, but that 
80 percent of all of retail will still have a store fulfillment 
component. The firm said it took a hard look at the math and 
research behind the UBS report, which is heavily reliant on 
U.S. Retail Census data, and found it painted a misleading 
picture of the industry... Restoration Hardware (RH) 
customers will have an easier time shopping and making 
payments across channels, Chain Store Age reports. The 
luxury home furnishings retailer has selected Ayden as its 
omnichannel payments partner. The global Ayden platform 
will enable RH to process all major card brands, as well as 
accept local digital payment methods.
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AVAILS
    CW 18, Hearst Television’s CW affiliate in Orlando, Fla., 
is seeking a Local Account Executive. Orlando is the land 
of year-round sunshine, beaches, theme parks and no state 
income tax. If you are ready to take your career to the next 
level while working and living in an incredible environment, 
CLICK HERE to apply!
  KRIV Fox 26/ KTXH My 20 in Houston is looking for a 
Senior Account Executive. The AE is responsible for 
growing transactional accounts, developing new business 
and selling digital products by maximizing opportunities. 

The successful AE candidate must be 
able to identify qualified targets, use 
strong communication and presentation 
skills throughout the sales process and 
maintain a high closing ratio. Must have 
a minimum of 5 years’ television sales 
experience and a proven track record of 
success in sales. CLICK HERE to apply. 
EOE.
  WSYX/WTTE/WWHO-TV in 
Columbus, Ohio, is looking for a Market 
Revenue Officer to help guide our multi-

platform sales efforts. This position requires an individual 
who possesses strong leadership skills and who can direct 
a sales organization in selling and creating revenue streams 
through a multi-screen integrated approach. The candidate 
must have a successful track record in sales management, 
staff recruitment and developmental skills, as well as 
strong leadership capabilities. A proven track record of new 
business and digital success is a must. CLICK HERE for 
more information or to apply now. EOE.
  Account Executive: If you enjoy a fast-paced and fun 
environment, where we all play to win, then Tribune Media’s 
FOX61 and CW20 in Hartford, Conn., is the place for you! 
The AE will be responsible for maintaining and growing 
an established list of accounts as well as developing new 
and incremental broadcast and digital business. Great 
compensation plan! Three years’ media sales experience, 
and digital sales experience required. CLICK HERE for 
more information or to apply now. EOE.

See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.

SMART SPEAKERS’ INSTALLED BASE TO TOP 200M
  Smart speakers’ global installed base is on track to top 200 
million by the end of this year, Canalys says. Specifically, the 
firm forecasts the installed base will grow by 82.4 percent, 
from 114 million units in 2018 to 207.9 million in 2019.
  The U.S. will continue to lead in terms of adoption, but a 
good portion of this year’s growth will also come from East 
Asian markets —  particularly China, the report says.
  The firm estimates 166 percent year-over-year growth in 
the installed base in mainland China this year — going from 
22.5 million units in 2018 to 59.9 million in 2019 — to reach 
13 percent smart speaker penetration in the region. That’s 
compared with 46 percent growth in the U.S. — going from 
60.2 million units in 2018 to 87.8 million in 2019.
 Canalys’ forecast follows news that smart speakers have hit 
critical mass in the U.S., where 41 percent of U.S. consumers 
now own a voice-activated speaker, up from 21.5 percent in 
2017.

NETWORK NEWS
  American Idol judge Luke Bryan and mentor Bobby 
Bones will join ABC’s first-time primetime coverage of the 
NFL Draft, live coast to coast from Nashville, Tenn. The 2019 
NFL Draft on ABC airs Thursday, April 25 from 8 PM to 11:30 
PM on the network and via streaming. Bones will also be 
seen on the second night of coverage on Friday, April 26 from 
7 PM to 11:30 PM (ET)... CBS and Viacom have resumed 
their sporadic merger negotiations following the resignation 
of former CBS CEO Les Moonves, who opposed the tie-
up, and six board members, Fox Business reports. CBS 
has resisted naming a replacement for 
Moonves, who government filings show 
received compensation worth $12.5 
million in 2018... Georgia Engel, who 
earned two Emmy nominations for playing 
Ted Baxter’s significant other Georgette 
Franklin on CBS’ The Mary Tyler Moore 
Show and three consecutive for the 
network’s Everybody Loves Raymond, 
died last week in Princeton, N.J., of 
undetermined causes, The New York 
Times reported. Engel joined The Mary 
Tyler Moore Show in 1972 when it was a Top 10 primetime 
series and would appear in nearly 60 episodes over its final 
five seasons. Georgia Engel was 70 years old.

TIGER’S WIN DELIVERS FOR CBS
  CBS said yesterday that the broadcast of The Masters final 
round live coverage averaged 10.8 million viewers, making 
it the most-watched golf broadcast since last year’s Masters 
final round.
  The final 18 holes, in which Tiger Woods came from behind 
to win his first major title in 11 years, was watched by 37.2 
million viewers in total, up 41 percent from last year’s live 
coverage. It was the most watched Masters Sunday in six 
years.
  Broadcast of the live coverage of the final round was moved 
to Sunday morning due to weather, which affected its ratings. 
The match was the most-watched morning golf game in 32 
years. The live coverage peaked with 18.3 million viewers 
from 2:15 to 2:30 PM (ET).

NETFLIX ADDS 9.6M NEW SUBSCRIBERS IN Q1
  Netflix revealed yesterday in its first-quarter earnings report 
that it has recorded its highest quarterly paid net adds in its 
history, with 9.6 million new subscribers.
  Despite the healthy Q1 results, the stock was down in after-
hours trading. A lot of that comes from the billions in debt 
Netflix is carrying and the lower-than-estimated guidance for 
Q2 and going forward.
  Coming after a recent price hike and with looming competition, 
the Q1 results were well above the 8.9 million net additional 
paid subscribers that the SVOD service had projected itself 
earlier. All of which means that Netflix has 148.9 million 
subscribers overall. The growth breaks down as 1.74 million 
new subs in the U.S. and 7.86 million internationally.
  That exceeds the 8.9 million net additional paid subscribers 
around the world, reaching 148.2 million overall, that Netflix 
itself had projected. That would be an 8 percent gain over the 
same quarter of 2018. It was expected 1.6 million of those 
would be in the U.S. and 7.3 million internationally.
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James Corden

A divorced, 40-year-old man 
is suing his own parents for 
throwing away his $29,000 
collection of pornography. 

Yeah, and guess what, 
ladies: He’s single!
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TRUMP 2020 TARGETS SENIORS ON FACEBOOK
  The Trump campaign is spending 44 percent of its Facebook 
ad budget to target users who are over 65 years old, as 
opposed to Democratic candidates who are only spending 
27 percent of their budget on that demographic, according 
to Axios, citing data from Bully Pulpit Interactive. 
  In the wake of 2018 Democratic gains among young voters, 
older voters will be even more critical to Trump’s strategy in 
2020. “We assume Trump is making a huge play to hold an 
advantage he had in 2016 with older white voters,” says 
Ben Coffey Clark, a partner at Bully Pulpit Interactive. 

“This follows the public statements from 
the campaign manager that they plan to 
target and reach all of their voters online, 
not just cultivate small-dollar donors.”
  Other data points pulled from the 
Facebook ad archive show that the 
President is using most of those ads 
targeted towards older people to talk 
about immigration.
  In total, the Trump campaign is only 
targeting voters 18-35 with 4.3 percent 
of his total ad budget.

  Facebook opened up its ad archive API (application 
programming interface) for the first time in March in a way 
that makes it possible to glean insights about a campaign’s 
targeting and messaging strategy. Previously, this level of 
granularity around ad targeting was not available.

SURVEY: NO RETAIL DROUGHT ANYTIME SOON
(Continued from Page 1)
import volume was up 5.9 percent year-over-year.
  “Retailers are starting to stock up in anticipation of a 
strong summer,” said Jonathan Gold, VP at the NRF, 
which produces the Global Port Tracker report with Hackett 
Associates.
  The report forecasts April (+6.9%) and May (+4%) to also 
show gains compared to last year’s retail import levels. 
“The U.S. consumer, while more cautious, has not stopped 
spending,” retail consultant Ben Hackett said. And while 
the inventory-to-sales ratio is on the rise, Hackett doesn’t 
see that as a cause for alarm. “Part of this can be attributed 
to the heavy front-loading of imports ahead of expected 
tariff increases that took place in 2018,” he said.
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Funny Tweeter

Manipulate the interview 
process by arriving with 

baked goods.

MONDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY

DOJ OKs NEXSTAR SPINOFFS TO SCRIPPS
  The Justice Department is fine with Nexstar Broadcast 
Group’s spinoffs of eight TV stations to E.W. Scripps, part 
of its deal to acquire Tribune Media. Scripps is buying eight 
stations in seven markets for $580 million.
  Broadcasting & Cable reports the sale keeps Nexstar 
on the right side of FCC ownership limits. That news came 
in an announcement by the Federal Trade Commission 
— which divides up merger reviews with Justice — that 
the Nexstar-Scripps deal was getting early termination of 
its Hart-Scott-Rodino antitrust review. That means the 
deal raised no issues that required either 
blocking it or seeking conditions via filing 
a suit and at the same time a settlement. 
(That is in addition to the deal struck with 
Tegna, which will pay $740 million for 
11 stations, totaling $1.32 billion in total, 
something north of initial expectations.)
  Both spin-offs are contingent on the 
FCC approving the Nexstar-Tribune 
deal.
  Scripps is getting Nexstar’s WPIX New 
York (The CW), KASW Phoenix (CW), 
WSFL Miami (CW), KSTU Salt Lake City (Fox), WTKR/
WGNT Norfolk, Va. (CBS/CW), WXMI Grand Rapids, Mich., 
and WTVR Richmond, Va.

POWER: SALES DOWN, DEALER PROFITS UP IN Q1
  The automotive industry had a “surprisingly strong” first 
quarter, depending on what metrics you look at, Automotive 
News reports.
  Thomas King, SVP of data and analytics at J.D. Power, 
said yesterday that while overall sales fell and consumer 
spending dropped in the first quarter, average transaction 
prices, automaker revenue and dealer profits all rose. 
Overall, he said, the industry was in better shape than 
many analysts predicted and the rest of 2019 is likely to 
play out like the first three months.
  Overall new-vehicle sales fell 1.7 percent in the first 
quarter, thanks largely to a 3.9 percent drop in retail sales, 
according to J.D. Power. Fleet sales, meanwhile, rose 5.8 
percent. But, King said, other factors helped offset the 
overall decline.
  F&I income, he said, rose $52 per vehicle at franchised 
dealers, helping to ease the sting of volume losses. Average 
transaction prices rose 3.3 percent, or $1,056 per vehicle, 
to $33,300, further softening the blow. And buyers are 
favoring more expensive vehicles: Sales of vehicles priced 
more than $40,000 rose 7 percent, while sales of vehicles 
under $20,000 fell 14 percent.
  Rising prices are helping to fuel used-vehicle sales to record 
levels. In the first quarter, sales rose 5.1 percent to 3.15 
million, King said. Overall, dealer profits rose 1.1 percent, 
reflecting higher transaction prices and a preference for 
more technology and content inside vehicles. Automaker 
revenue inched up 0.2 percent.
  For the full year, J.D. Power predicts 16.9 million new 
vehicles will be sold, down 2.1 percent from the previous 
year, according to its data. It expects retail sales to drop 
2.3 percent to 13.6 million vehicles. Despite that, it expects 
record or near-record years for automaker revenue and 
dealer profitability.


